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Abstract: 

The selection of key quality characteristics (KQCs) that are significantly associated with product quality 

is essential for improving product quality. Production lines generally yield a larger number of regular 

products than do premium products, which creates an imbalance in production datasets and complicates 

KQC selection. In this study, a KQC selection method with an excellent ability to predict product quality 

is proposed based on a two-phase bi-objective feature selection method. The KQC selection model is 

established as a bi-objective problem of maximizing feature (i.e., quality characteristic) importance and 

minimizing percentage of selected features, and the geometric mean (G-mean) is selected as the feature 

importance metric for imbalanced data. To solve this model, a two-phase multi-objective optimization 

method is proposed; this method yields a set of candidate solutions (KQC sets) using an improved direct 

multi-search (DMS) strategy and uses the ideal point method (IPM) to select the final KQC sets from 

the candidate solutions. The experimental results indicate that the proposed method is effective for 

selecting KQCs for imbalanced production data. 
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1. Introduction 

In modern manufacturing processes, a large number of product features and assembly features are 

collected from production lines, and these features determine the final quality levels (e.g., regular or 

premium) of products (Lee & Thornton, 1996). In this paper, these features are referred to as “quality 

characteristics” (QCs). However, in practice, all QCs are not equally important because certain QCs are 

redundant or irrelevant to the quality level (Jeong & Cho, 2006). Therefore, the selection of key quality 

characteristics (KQCs) that are significantly related to product quality is an essential task prior to the 

implementation of quality improvement tools, e.g., statistical process control (SPC) and design of 

experiments (DOEs). One method for identifying KQCs is the use of traditional statistical methods, such 

as multivariable linear regression (MLR) or analysis of variance (ANOVA); however, the high 

dimensionality and feature redundancy of production data can represent significant challenges for these 

methods (Pierre & Tuv, 2011). Feature selection, which has been employed for dimension reduction in 

machine learning for many years, aims to select key features with excellent predictive power for class 

labels (Du & Hu, 2018; Ghaddar & Naoum-Sawaya, 2018; Guyon & Elisseeff, 2003; Jain et al., 2018; 

Maldonado et al., 2017; Xue et al., 2016). Recent studies have introduced feature selection into KQC 

selection problems due to its high performance with high-dimensional data (Anzanello et al., 2009, 2012; 

A.-D. Li et al., 2016; Tian et al., 2013). When applying feature selection methods, each product is treated 

as an instance, and the QCs and the quality level correspond to the features and the class label, 

respectively. 

Feature selection is actually an optimization problem that is usually built as a mono-objective 

model or bi-objective model (Bertolazzi et al., 2016). A mono-objective model defines feature selection 

as a problem of maximizing the accuracy of feature subsets. To solve this model, heuristic search 

algorithms, such as sequential forward selection (SFS) and sequential backward selection (SBS) (Gunal 

et al., 2009; Kohavi & John, 1997; W. Li et al., 2017), and mono-objective evolutionary algorithms 

(EAs), such as genetic algorithms (GAs) and particle swarm optimization (PSO), have been employed 

(Liang et al., 2015; Unler & Murat, 2010; Zhang et al., 2015; Zhu et al., 2007). A bi-objective model 

defines feature selection as a problem of maximizing the accuracy and minimizing the feature subset 

size. In this model, a second objective (i.e., minimizing the feature subset size) is added to improve the 

ability of the feature selection methods to reduce irrelevant or redundant features. To solve this model, 
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mono-objective EAs, such as GAs and PSO (Ahila et al., 2015; C.-L. Huang & Wang, 2006; Wang et 

al., 2010; Welikala et al., 2015; Xue et al., 2014), or multi-objective EAs, such as niched Pareto GA 

(NPGA), nondominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA), nondominated sorting genetic algorithm II 

(NSGA-II) and multi-objective PSO (MOPSO) (Ahuja & Ratnoo, 2015; de Almeida Ribeiro et al., 2015; 

Emmanouilidis et al., 2000; A.-D. Li et al., 2016; Oliveira et al., 2006; Xue et al., 2013), are employed. 

Compared with mono-objective EAs, multi-objective EAs do not need to transform the multi-objective 

optimization (MOO) problem into a mono-objective problem, which requires competent domain 

knowledge. Therefore, multi-objective EAs are more suitable for the bi-objective feature selection 

model (Abido, 2006; de La Iglesia, 2013). 

The previously mentioned feature selection methods adopt accuracy to measure the importance of 

a feature subset. However, accuracy is a biased measure of imbalanced datasets (López et al., 2013; 

Wasikowski & Chen, 2010). For example, let D  be a dataset with a set F of features that includes 10 

positive instances and 90 negative instances. If a classifier classifies all 100 instances into the negative 

class with the feature subset FS F , then the accuracy rate will be 90%, and the Type I error will be 

0%. However, the classifier misclassifies all positive instances, which produces a 100% Type II error. 

Although the accuracy rate is very high, we cannot conclude that the feature subset FS  is effective. 

Therefore, metrics that can comprehensively measure the ability of a feature subset to classify the 

products in both the positive class and the negative class are needed. Recently, the metrics sensitivity 

and specificity or Type I and Type II errors have been adopted instead of accuracy to measure the 

importance of a feature subset (García-Nieto et al., 2009; Nag & Pal, 2016; Pacheco et al., 2013; Tan et 

al., 2014). Sensitivity and specificity (or Type I and Type II errors) measure the classification 

performance of positive instances and negative instances, respectively; thus, feature subsets with 

excellent classification ability are identified in the case of imbalanced data. However, building a feature 

selection model using sensitivity and specificity (or Type I and Type II errors) enables an additional 

objective function to be optimized, which represents a challenge for MOO methods because the search 

ability of these methods substantially deteriorates as the number of objectives increases (Hughes, 2005; 

Ishibuchi et al., 2008). 

Generally, a production dataset is imbalanced because a majority of products are regular, and a 

minority of products are premium (or a majority of products are conforming and a minority of products 

are nonconforming). However, most existing KQC selection applications with feature selection 
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(Anzanello et al., 2009; A.-D. Li et al., 2016; Tian et al., 2013) only adopt accuracy to measure QC 

importance, which can lead to biased KQC selection results in the cases of imbalanced data. Therefore, 

effective feature selection algorithms that can handle imbalanced data are required for KQC selection 

problems. 

To overcome the previously mentioned limitations, we build a bi-objective feature selection model 

for KQC selection using imbalanced production data. Compared with the previously mentioned feature 

selection models, this model maximizes the geometric mean (G-mean) of sensitivity and specificity and 

minimizes the feature subset size. The adoption of the G-mean has two advantages: (a) the feature 

importance of imbalanced data can be effectively measured because a low value of either sensitivity or 

specificity produces a low value of accuracy; and (b) using the G-mean as the objective function causes 

the model to become a bi-objective problem, which is beneficial for optimization methods. To solve this 

model, we propose a two-phase optimization method. First, we propose an improved direct multi-search 

(IDMS), which is an MOO method, to obtain a set of candidate solutions. The IDMS is established by 

embedding a two-step mutation-based strategy (i.e., mutation-poll step) in the direct multi-search (DMS) 

method (Custódio et al., 2011) to improve the global search ability. Second, the ideal point method (IPM) 

(Freimer & Yu, 1976) is employed to select the final solutions (KQC sets). 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the KQC selection model. 

Section 3 proposes a two-phase optimization method to solve the proposed KQC selection model. 

Section 4 provides the experimental results and discussion. Section 5 presents the conclusions and 

implications for future studies. 

2. KQC selection model 

2.1 Feature (QC) importance metrics 

In feature selection methods based on the wrapper model (Kohavi & John, 1997), accuracy is 

generally employed to measure the importance of feature subsets. For imbalanced data, however, 

accuracy is a biased measure, as stated in the introduction. In this paper, the classification metric G-

mean (Kubat & Matwin, 1997; López et al., 2013) for imbalanced data is introduced as the feature 

importance metric. 

The confusion matrix for two-class classification is given in Table 1, where “TP”, “TN”, “FP” and 

“FN” denote the numbers of true positive, true negative, false positive, and false negative instances, 

respectively. Based on Table 1, the G-mean can be obtained as indicated in Eq. (1), where the sensitivity 
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and specificity are defined as indicated in Eqs. (2) and (3). As shown in Eq. (1), the G-mean is a 

classification metric calculated as the geometric mean of sensitivity and specificity, which measure the 

classification performance for the positive and negative classes, respectively. The G-mean offers 

significant advantages for imbalanced data compared with accuracy, and the metric can better reflect the 

classification performance of imbalanced data because a low predictive performance of either positive 

or negative instances can distinctly decrease the value of the G-mean. 

G-mean Sensitivity Specificity=                         (1) 

Sensitivity 1 Type II error
TP

TP FN
= − =

+
                    (2) 

Specificity 1 Type I error
TN

TN FP
= − =

+
                     (3) 

 

Table 1. Confusion Matrix. 

 Predicted Class 

Positive Negative 

True 

Class 

Positive True Positive (TP) False Negative (FN) 

Negative False Positive (FP) True Negative (TN) 

 

2.2 Proposed model 

Assume that a production dataset D  has M  products (instances) and that each product has N  

QCs (features) 1 2{ , ,..., }NQS Q Q Q=  and one quality level (class label) {1, 1}C  − . In this paper, the 

quality level (i.e., regular) of the majority of instances is denoted by “-1”, and the quality level (i.e., 

premium) of the minority of instances is denoted by “1”. The observation of the thi   ( 1,...,i M=  ) 

product is denoted by ,1 ,( ,..., , )i i i N ie e c=E  , where 
,1 ,,...,i i Ne e   represents the values of 1 2, ,..., NQ Q Q  , 

and ic  represents the value of C . With the dataset, the KQCs can be identified via feature selection 

methods. 

In this paper, the KQC selection model is constructed to select the KQCs that are strongly related 

to product quality and eliminate as many redundant or irrelevant QCs as possible. The KQC selection 

model is constructed as a bi-objective feature selection model as follows: 
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1min  ( ) 1 G-mean( )f X X= − ,                         (4) 

2

#
min ( )  

X
f X

N
= ,                              (5) 

s.t. ,X QS X  ,                             (6) 

where X  denotes a nonempty feature subset of QS , # X  denotes the size of X  (the number of 

features in X ), and N  denotes the number of original features. In the model, the G-mean is employed 

to measure feature importance: the first objective is defined as 1 G-mean− , which is equivalent to 

maximizing the G-mean, and the second objective is defined as minimizing the percentage of selected 

features, which is defined to improve the algorithm’s ability to reduce the irrelevant or redundant 

features. Given the feature set QS  with N  features, 2 1N −  feasible solutions are identified; thus, 

the search space of this model exponentially expands with an increase in the size of QS . In this paper, 

a metaheuristic search strategy is proposed to solve this model. 

In our model, the value of 2 ( )f X  can be easily obtained by counting the number of features in 

X , and the value of 1  ( )f X  is estimated based on the training set. An extensively applied estimation 

method for 1  ( )f X  is inner K-fold cross-validation (CV) (Bermejo et al., 2014; J. Huang et al., 2007; 

Kohavi & John, 1997). In this paper, we use the inner 5-fold CV employed by Kohavi and John (1997) 

to estimate the objective function 1( )f X . 

3. Optimization approach 

3.1 Framework of the proposed method 

The DMS is a novel derivative-free MOO algorithm that was recently proposed by Custódio et al. 

(2011). This algorithm is extended from the mono-objective direct search using the concept of Pareto 

dominance to maintain non-dominated solutions. The main DMS strategy is to survey the local region 

of a current best solution (poll center) to obtain better solutions at each iteration, which is termed the 

“poll step”. The study by Türkşen et al. (2013) showed that the DMS method is effective in feature 

selection problems. In this paper, we attempt to solve the KQC selection model based on a DMS. 

However, two problems associated with using the DMS strategy may negatively affect the KQC 

selection results. First, the DMS search strategy (poll step), which is similar to hill climbing, is 
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straightforward. However, the algorithm may easily be trapped in local optima. Therefore, the DMS 

search strategy must be diversified to improve the global search ability. Second, the DMS is a type of 

MOO algorithm that identifies a set of non-dominated solutions. From a practitioner’s point of view, a 

reduction in the number of final solutions is necessary. Therefore, measures should be implemented to 

reduce the number of solutions obtained by the DMS. 

To resolve the DMS limitations, we propose an MOO method based on an improved DMS and IPM 

(denoted by IDMS-IPM) to solve the KQC selection model. Fig. 1 shows the framework of the IDMS-

IPM, which includes two phases. First, an IDMS is proposed to search for a set of non-dominated 

(candidate) solutions, and in the IDMS a mutation-poll step is embedded in the DMS strategy to improve 

the search ability. Second, to reduce the number of final solutions, the IPM is adopted to select the final 

solutions from the candidate solutions obtained by the IDMS (for more details, see A.-D. Li et al. (2016)). 

According to Fig. 1, the mutation-poll step is only performed when the poll step fails to update the 

non-dominated solutions during the iterations. This step is an assisted search step that helps the 

algorithm escape from local optima. In the mutation-poll step, we first adopt a mutation process for the 

non-dominated solutions to search for new solutions (refer to step 3-1 in Fig. 1). Mutation (Bala et al., 

1995; Oh et al., 2004) is a key step in increasing the diversity of the population in GAs. It can help the 

IDMS escape from local optima, which improves the global search ability. If the mutation process fails, 

we conduct an additional poll step (refer to step 3-2 in Fig. 1) in which one of the inferior solutions in 

'S  is selected as the poll center at each iteration. By adding this additional poll step, new solutions are 

polled from both the current best solutions and inferior solutions, which helps the algorithm avoid local 

optima. S'  is updated by adding the new mutated solutions that fail to update the non-dominated set 

S  (refer to step 3-1 in Fig. 1). 

In the following sections, the details of the IDMS-IPM, including the solution representation, 

initialization, poll step, mutation-poll step, and stopping criteria are introduced. 

3.2 Solution representation 

In this paper, we adopt the method employed by Türkşen et al. (2013) to represent the feature 

subsets with real-valued IDMS-IPM solutions. Given the production data D  , a real vector 

1 2( , ,..., )Nx x x=X , [0,1]ix  , 1,...,i N= , is used to represent a solution X  (i.e., feature subset) 

defined in the KQC selection model. Each ix  in X  corresponds to a binary bit ib  defined as 
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where 1ib =  denotes the ith feature selected and 0ib =  denotes the ith feature eliminated. Thus, the 

X  corresponds to only one feature subset. 

1. Initialization

Generate a set  S  of non-dominated solutions.

2. Poll step

Search for new solutions around the poll center selected from 
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3. Mutation-Poll step 

3-1  Search for new solutions using mutation and update S, and 

add the new solutions failing to update S  to       . 

3-2  If  step 3-1 fails, search for new solutions around the poll 

center selected from        to update S.

No

Yes

No

S'

S'

 

Fig. 1. Framework of the IDMS-IPM. 

 

3.3 Initialization 

In the initialization process, the set of non-dominated points is initialized as 0 0{( ; )}S = X , and 
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the set of dominated points is initialized as S' = , where 
0

X  denotes a random generated feasible 

solution and 
0  denotes the initial step size parameter for 0

X . Note that in the IDMS-IPM, a point 

is defined as ( ; )X , where X denotes a solution (feature subset), and   is a parameter that defines 

the searching radius of the poll step. 

3.4 Poll step 

In the poll step, the first point in S  is selected as the poll center, which we denote by ( ; )X . A 

set tS  of new solutions around the poll center is obtained as 

 {( ; ) | }tS  = + X d d D ，         （8） 

where D  represents a positive spanning set of X , and each d  is a vector in D  (refer to Custódio 

et al. (2011)). The new solutions in tS  are then used to update the current non-dominated set S . 

Additionally, we update the step size parameters   and reorder the points in S  for the next 

iteration. If the poll step succeeds, the   of each new point in S  from the poll step is updated as a 

random number in [ , ]   , or the step size parameter    is updated as a random number in 

1 2[ , ]    , where 1  , 1 20 1     are user-defined parameters. We then order the points in 

S  according to each point’s   in descending order, and if the poll center ( ; )X  is still in S , we 

arbitrarily move it to the last position in S  to ensure that it will not be the poll center in the next poll 

step. 

3.5 Mutation-poll step 

The procedure of the mutation-poll step can be summarized by the mutation-poll function shown 

in Algorithm 1. The mutation-poll function first conducts a mutation process to search for new solutions 

to update the current best solution set S . The solutions that fail to update S  are added to S' , and a 

poll center is selected from S'  for an additional poll step (line 25 in Algorithm 1). The process of the 

additional poll step is the same as that introduced in 3.4. 'S  follows the first in first out (FIFO) rule to 

maintain a constant size   , with 20 =   in the experiments. The ( , )f tfilter S S   in line 10 is a 

function that eliminates the dominated solutions from the set f tS S ; for more details, see Custódio 

et al. (2011). 
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Algorithm 1. Pseudocode of the mutation-poll step. 

 

The choice of mutation operator is essential for the mutation-poll step. In this paper, the subset size 

oriented mutation (SSOM) operator (Oh et al., 2004), which is designed for feature selection tasks, is 

adopted. The SSOM operator was originally designed for binary encoded solutions; thus, we adapt the 

operator to real-valued solutions for the IDMS-IPM. In the solution 1 2( , ,..., )Nx x x=X  , [0,1]ix   , 

1,...,i N= , and a bit ix will mutate to ix '  as 

(0.5,1), 0.5

(0,0.5), 0.5

i

i

i

rand x
x'

rand x


= 


,                       (9) 

where ( , )rand a b  denotes a random value from the uniform distribution on the interval ( , )a b . The 

mutation probabilities of the bits in [0.5,1]   differ from those of the bits in [0,0.5)  . Let 

1 { | [0.5,1]; 1,..., }i iC x x i N=  =   and 2 { | [0,0.5); 1,..., }i iC x x i N=  =   represent two sets that 
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contain the two types of bits; let mp  and mp '  represent the mutation probabilities of bits in 1C  and 

2C , respectively; and let 1#C , 2#C  represent the sizes of 1C  and 2C , respectively. Then, mp '  is 

calculated as 

1

2

#
#m m

C
p ' p

C
= , 

                          (10)
 

where mp  is a user-defined parameter. 

3.6 Stopping criteria 

The stopping criteria can be based on a maximum number of iterations or a maximum number of 

function evaluations. Compared with most EAs, such as GAs or PSO, the number of function evaluations 

of the IDMS-IPM at different iterations varies. Thus, for a comparison with the benchmark methods, we 

set a predefined number of function evaluations to represent the stopping criteria in this paper. Note that 

with the iteration of the IDMS-IPM or DMS, the step size parameters for the solutions in S  converge 

to 0, and the poll step will hardly search for new solutions. In the DMS, a threshold value (a very small 

value) for the step size parameters in S  is employed to terminate the iterations. Similarly, we apply the 

threshold value    to terminate the IDMS-IPM, even when the predefined maximum function 

evaluations are not reached. In the experiments, we let 
31 10
−=   as suggested by Custódio et al. 

(2011). 

As stated in section 2.2, the evaluation of the objective function 1f  requires an inner 5-fold CV 

process, which is time-consuming. To improve the time efficiency of the proposed IDMS-IPM, we adopt 

a strategy used by Custódio et al. (2011) to eliminate the calls of the inner K-fold CVs for evaluating the 

objective function 1f   without changing the IDMS-IPM performance. This strategy uses a list that 

stores the objective functions of each evaluated solution X   during the iterations. Therefore, the 

objective function values of a new solution from the poll or mutation-poll step can be obtained directly 

from the list if this solution has already been evaluated. 

4. Experimental studies 

4.1 Experimental design 

To evaluate the proposed method, four imbalanced production datasets, LATEX, ADPN, PAPER 

and SPIRA, are employed in the experiments. The LATEX, ADPN and SPIRA datasets were first used 
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by Gauchi and Chagnon (2001) for variable selection with a prediction purpose, and PAPER was first 

used by Wold et al. (2001) to test the effectiveness of partial least regression (PLS) tools. LATEX was 

collected from the polymerization process of latex production, in which the QCs include the catalyst 

level and temperature. ADPN was collected from a sub-phase of nylon manufacturing, where the QCs 

include pressure, flow and temperature. PAPER was gathered from a paper recycling process in which 

the QCs include the temperature and concentration at various times. SPIRA was collected from an 

antibiotics production process in which the QCs include temperature level, stirring power, and peak 

oxygen consumption. For each dataset, the instances are classified as “regular” quality (labeled “-1”) 

and “premium” quality (labeled “1”) according to the cut-off limits on the response variable y  

provided by the authors, Gauchi and Chagnon (2001) and Wold et al. (2001), and the datasets were first 

used by Anzanello et al. (2009) for KQC (variable) selection with a classification purpose. Detailed 

information on the four datasets is recorded in Table 2. Note that another dataset named OXY, which 

was used by Anzanello et al. (2009), contains only 30 instances. In this paper, we implement the widely 

used 10-fold CV to validate the proposed method, and 30 instances are equivalent to 3 test instances in 

each fold of the experiment. Therefore, the number of test instances is insufficient to validate the 

effectiveness of each method, and we do not use the OXY dataset in the experiments in this paper. 

 

Table 2. Details of the datasets. 

Dataset Number of 

QCs 

Number of 

instances 

Number of positive 

(premium quality) instances  

Number of negative 

(regular quality) instances  

LATEX 117 262 78 184 

ADPN 100 71 20 51 

PAPER 54 384 33 351 

SPIRA 96 145 50 95 

 

In this paper, nine benchmark methods are used in the experiments, and they can be classified into 

three categories. The first category includes three PLS-based variable (feature) selection methods: PLS-

MCP (Anzanello et al., 2009), PLS-PVS (Anzanello et al., 2012) and PLS-SFFS (Tian et al., 2013). 

These methods first sort the variables according to the PLS-based variable importance metrics and then 

adopt various strategies to select the final variables. The second category includes two conventional 
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feature selection algorithms: SFS and SBS. The third category includes four feature selection methods 

based on the MOO: DMS-IPM, NSPSOFS, CMDPSOFS and NSGAII-IPM. The DMS-IPM adopts the 

same framework as the IDMS-IPM with the exception that it employs DMS as the search algorithm in 

phase I. The NSPSOFS and CMDPSOFS methods were recently proposed by Xue et al. (2013) and are 

based on two MOPSO methods, NSPSO and CMDPSO. The NSGAII-IPM was recently proposed by 

A.-D. Li et al. (2016) for KQC selection and is based on a typical multi-objective GA method, NSGA-

II. The NSPSOFS, CMDPSOFS and NSGAII-IPM methods adopt the same feature selection models, 

i.e., maximizing classification accuracy and minimizing feature subset size. Because the NSPSOFS and 

CMDPSOFS methods return a set of non-dominated solutions, we also apply the IPM to select final 

solutions from the solutions obtained by these two methods for comparison. The experiments with SFS 

and SBS are run using Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) 3.7.13 (Hall et al., 2009). 

The experiments with other methods are conducted in MATLAB R2016b. A naïve Bayesian (NB) 

classifier (John & Langley, 1995) is selected as the learning algorithm due to its high performance and 

simplicity, and it is invoked from WEKA. All experiments are run on an Intel Core PC with a 3.4 GHz 

CPU and 16 GB of RAM. 

In the experiments, the default settings of the PLS-MCP (Anzanello et al., 2009), PLS-PVS 

(Anzanello et al., 2012) and PLS-SFFS (Tian et al., 2013) methods are obtained from published works. 

For SFS and SBS, the default settings in WEKA are employed. The parameters commonly employed in 

the IDMS-IPM and DMS-IPM are set to 
0 2 = , 

1 2 0.95 = =  and 1 = , and the mutation parameter in 

the IDMS-IPM is set to 1/mp N= , where N  denotes the number of original QCs. The same stopping 

criteria are adopted for the DMS-IPM and IDMS-IPM. These two methods stop when 100,000 objective 

function evaluations are performed or a threshold value of -3=1 10   is attained. These parameters are 

set after several parameter-tuning experiments. For the NSPSOFS and CMDPSOFS methods, the 

maximum number of iterations and population size are set to 1,000 and 100, respectively; thus, the 

number of expected objective function evaluations would be equal to that in the DMS-IPM and IDMS-

IPM. Other settings are equivalent to those in the experiments performed by Xue et al. (2013): for the 

NSPSOFS method, the inertia weight is 0.7298w =  , and the acceleration parameters are 

1 2 1.49618c c= = ; for the CMDPSOFS method, w  is a random value from [0.1,0.5], and the mutation 
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rate is 1/p N= . For the NSGAII-IPM, the maximum number of iterations and population size are also 

set to 1,000 and 100, respectively, and we set the crossover probability 0.9cp =   and mutation 

probability 1/mp N= , as adopted by A.-D. Li et al. (2016). 

We adopt the commonly employed validation method 10-fold CV (Rodriguez et al., 2010) to run 

the experiments. At each 10-fold CV, 10 runs of experiments are conducted. The proposed IDMS-IPM 

and benchmark methods based on MOO are actually stochastic optimization methods; thus, the results 

may vary over different 10-fold CVs. To comprehensively test the effectiveness of the proposed method, 

we repeat the 10-fold CV 3 times, which results in 3 10=30  runs of experiments. Although the SFS, 

SBS and PLS-based methods are deterministic methods and their results for different 10-fold CVs are 

the same, we still run the 10-fold CV 3 times using these deterministic methods for comparison. It is 

worth noting that the 10-fold CV and the inner 5-fold CV (stated in section 2.2) involve similar processes, 

but they have different objectives. The inner 5-fold CV is used on the training set, which is used as an 

objective function evaluation tool, a part of the KQC selection method. The 10-fold CV is used on the 

whole dataset, which is used to evaluate the effectiveness of methods. 

4.2 Comparison of KQC selection results with benchmark methods 

In this section, the final KQC selection results yielded by the IDMS-IPM and the benchmark 

methods are compared. Four performance metrics, sensitivity, specificity, accuracy and retained KQC 

percentage, are employed to validate the proposed method. The classification accuracy and retained 

KQC percentage are common measures employed to evaluate the effectiveness of KQC selection 

methods (Anzanello et al., 2012; A.-D. Li et al., 2016). Because the production datasets are imbalanced, 

we apply sensitivity and specificity to measure the classification ability of selected KQCs as well as 

accuracy, as used by Anzanello et al. (2012). For each metric, we conduct Wilcoxon signed-rank tests 

(Demšar, 2006; Wilcoxon, 1945) between the IDMS-IPM and the benchmark methods to determine 

whether the differences are statistically significant. 

A. Comparison with PLS-based methods 

Table 3 presents the obtained performance metrics of the IDMS-IPM and PLS-based benchmark 

methods, i.e., PLS-MCP, PLS-PVS and PLS-SFFS, where “mean” and “standard deviation” denote the 

average and standard deviation values of the performance metrics from 30 runs of experiments. First, 

according to the average results over the four datasets, the IDMS-IPM performs best for three of four 
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performance metrics, i.e., sensitivity, accuracy and retained KQC percentage. IDMS-IPM also obtains 

a specificity rate similar to the highest one obtained by the PLS-MCP. Moreover, the IDMS-IPM obtains 

both high sensitivity and specificity rates, whereas the PLS-based methods obtain much lower sensitivity 

rates than specificity rates. Second, the performance of the IDMS-IPM is more stable than that of the 

PLS-based methods because the PLS-based methods present considerable variation in performance for 

different datasets. PLS-based methods can obtain slightly better results for the LATEX and SPIRA than 

the IDMS-IPM can. However, the sensitivity rates of the PLS-based methods for the ADPN and PAPER 

datasets are much lower than that of the IDMS-IPM because they are affected by the data imbalance. 

Therefore, the selected KQCs of these PLS-based methods demonstrate poor performance in classifying 

the minority instances (premium products), and we cannot conclude that they accurately select KQCs. 

Finally, the P-values also indicate that, in most cases, the IDMS-IPM obtains a significantly lower KQC 

percentage than do the PLS-based methods. According to the abovementioned results, we can conclude 

that the IDMS-IPM performs more robustly on different imbalanced production datasets than do the 

PLS-based methods. 

B. Comparison with the SFS and SBS 

Table 4 shows the obtained performance metrics and the results of the Wilcoxon signed-rank tests 

for the DMS-IPM, SFS and SBS. The IDMS-IPM obtains significantly higher sensitivity rates in most 

cases and obtains specificity and accuracy rates similar to those of the benchmark methods. SFS and 

SBS obtain much lower sensitivity rates than specificity rates, which shows that these two methods are 

affected by the data imbalance. Additionally, the results demonstrate that the IDMS-IPM selects 

significantly fewer KQCs than do SFS and SBS. The abovementioned results show that the IDMS-IPM 

performs better than SFS and SBS in KQC selection using imbalanced production data. 

C. Comparison with the multi-objective feature selection methods 

Table 5 shows the performance metrics and results of the Wilcoxon signed-rank tests obtained for 

the IDMS-IPM and the benchmark multi-objective feature selection methods. First, the results show that 

IDMS-IPM performs the best compared with the studied multi-objective feature selection methods. The 

IDMS-IPM obtains high rates of sensitivity, specificity and accuracy, which are slightly higher than 

those of the DMS-IPM. In comparison, the NSPSOFS, CMDPSOFS and NSGAII-IPM obtain similar 

specificity and accuracy rates to those of the IDMS-IPM but much lower sensitivity rates than that of 

the IDMS-IPM; furthermore, the P-values from the Wilcoxon signed-rank tests indicate that the 
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differences in sensitivity rates between the IDMS-IPM and these benchmark methods are significant. 

These results show that the data imbalance actually affects the classification performances of the 

NSPSOFS, CMDPSOFS and NSGAII-IPM. Second, all multi-objective feature selection methods tested 

in this section are effective in reducing the number of QCs, as the retained KQC percentages of these 

methods are lower than those of the SFS, SBS and PLS-based methods in most cases. This finding 

denotes an advantage of the multi-objective-based KQC selection in eliminating the number of QCs. 

 

The comparisons above show that the proposed IDMS-IPM can effectively select KQCs for 

imbalanced production datasets. First, the IDMS-IPM can obtain high sensitivity rates, specificity rates 

and accuracy rates, indicating that the selected KQCs effectively predict the products’ quality. In 

comparison, the benchmark methods (except for the DMS-IPM) are generally negatively affected by the 

data imbalance, and the selected KQCs exhibit a poor predictive ability for the premium products 

(minority instances). The results imply that the KQC selection model in this paper can handle the 

problem of data imbalance. Second, the abovementioned results indicate that the IDMS-IPM is effective 

in reducing the number of QCs. 
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Table 3. Comparison of the performance metrics (%) obtained by the IDMS-IPM and PLS-based benchmark methods for the LATEX, ADPN, PAPER and 

SPIRA datasets. 

   IDMS-IPM  PLS-MCP  PLS-PVS  PLS-SFFS  

   SEN SPE ACC RKP SEN SPE ACC RKP SEN SPE ACC RKP SEN SPE ACC RKP 

LATEX Mean 74.46 84.26 81.36 3.56 83.57 80.47 81.31 23.42 87.32 81.52 83.21 3.68 75.71 83.10 80.93 5.64 

Standard deviation 17.38 9.47 8.17 0.63 14.81 6.95 6.71 31.62 9.70 7.90 5.45 0.39 14.13 6.40 4.15 1.28 

P-value        1.47-- 0.28++ 74.06 0.09++ 0.02-- 5.31+ 25.19 48.50 49.24 42.56 63.54 0.00++ 

ADPN Mean 90.00 82.22 84.38 2.27 55.00 88.33 79.11 2.80 55.00 88.33 79.11 2.80 65.00 86.00 80.18 4.10 

Standard deviation 20.00 12.69 8.44 0.44 41.53 13.10 12.37 1.33 41.53 13.10 12.37 1.33 39.05 15.62 13.18 0.94 

P-value         0.01++ 1.95-- 11.18 9.19+ 0.01++ 1.95-- 11.18 9.19+ 0.05++ 47.67 16.78 0.00++ 

PAPER Mean 88.33 88.03 88.02 5.68 62.50 92.31 89.82 90.56 80.00 84.33 83.84 7.78 77.50 89.45 88.51 22.59 

Standard deviation 15.90 4.58 4.43 0.82 25.89 5.43 5.07 5.82 17.56 6.15 5.13 3.39 21.10 5.87 4.79 5.09 

P-value         0.02++ 0.03-- 8.21- 0.00++ 2.64++ 0.27++ 0.04++ 0.92++ 0.92++ 38.89 94.93 0.00++ 

SPIRA Mean 75.56 85.04 81.68 3.72 80.00 87.56 84.90 5.31 78.00 87.56 84.19 3.75 76.00 84.22 81.38 5.42 

Standard deviation 16.98 13.02 10.53 0.79 12.65 12.19 8.55 4.92 14.00 12.19 8.14 0.95 14.97 11.87 5.49 0.91 

P-value         1.56-- 12.50 0.39-- 27.78 12.50 12.50 3.13-- 88.38 100.00 81.69 97.01 0.00++ 

AVERAGE 82.09 84.89 83.86 3.81 70.27 87.17 83.79 30.52 75.08 85.44 82.59 4.50 73.55 85.69 82.75 9.44 

SEN, SPE, ACC, and RKP denote the sensitivity rate, specificity rate, accuracy rate and retained KQC percentage, respectively. 

+ and ++ denote that IDMS-IPM statistically outperforms benchmark methods at significance level 10% =  and 5% = . 

- and -- denote that benchmark methods statistically outperform IDMS-IPM at significance level 10% =  and 5% = . 
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Table 4. Comparison of the performance metrics (%) obtained by the IDMS-IPM, SFS and SBS for the LATEX, ADPN, PAPER and SPIRA datasets. 

    IDMS-IPM SFS SBS 

    SEN SPE ACC RKP SEN SPE ACC RKP SEN SPE ACC RKP 

LATEX 

Mean 74.46 84.26 81.36 3.56 49.82 90.70 78.62 6.58 63.93 82.13 76.75 80.17 

Standard deviation 17.38 9.47 8.17 0.63 17.79 5.63 6.72 2.48 15.23 9.36 8.72 13.55 

P-value         0.00++ 0.03-- 2.08++ 0.00++ 1.17++ 21.31 1.38++ 0.00++ 

ADPN 

Mean 90.00 82.22 84.38 2.27 75.00 78.00 77.32 5.30 65.00 80.00 75.71 25.80 

Standard deviation 20.00 12.69 8.44 0.44 25.00 20.88 13.22 1.27 32.02 12.65 14.36 9.87 

P-value         0.39++ 11.32 1.55++ 0.00++ 0.01++ 18.07 0.15++ 0.00++ 

PAPER 

Mean 88.33 88.03 88.02 5.68 58.33 84.36 82.06 7.41 80.83 88.88 87.99 47.78 

Standard deviation 15.90 4.58 4.43 0.82 30.28 7.60 7.40 3.31 20.43 7.17 5.59 18.27 

P-value         0.01++ 6.72+ 0.61++ 1.38++ 6.05+ 58.64 39.00 0.00++ 

SPIRA 

Mean 75.56 85.04 81.68 3.72 74.00 87.56 82.81 3.65 62.00 79.22 73.38 53.85 

Standard deviation 16.98 13.02 10.53 0.79 15.62 8.90 5.38 1.07 24.41 11.32 11.53 17.20 

P-value         50.78 32.75 49.23 60.73 1.21++ 8.82+ 1.22++ 0.00++ 

AVERAGE 82.09 84.89 83.86 3.81 64.29 85.15 80.20 5.73 67.94 82.56 78.46 51.90 

SEN, SPE, ACC, and RKP denote the sensitivity rate, specificity rate, accuracy rate and retained KQC percentage, respectively. 

+ and ++ denote that IDMS-IPM statistically outperforms benchmark methods at significance level 10% =  and 5% = . 

- and -- denote that benchmark methods statistically outperform IDMS-IPM at significance level 10% =  and 5% = .
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Table 5. Comparisons of the performance metrics (%) obtained by the IDMS-IPM, DMS-IPM, NSPSOFS, CMDPSOFS, and NSGAII-IPM for the LATEX, ADPN, 

PAPER and SPIRA datasets. 

  
 

  IDMS-IPM    DMS-IPM  NSPSOFS  CMDPSOFS  NSGAII-IPM  

    SEN SPE ACC RKP SEN SPE ACC RKP SEN SPE ACC RKP SEN SPE ACC RKP SEN SPE ACC RKP 

LATEX 

Mean 74.46 84.26 81.36 3.56 73.27 83.32 80.31 3.65 59.25 87.12 78.95 3.22 61.77 87.76 80.13 3.13 63.89 86.51 79.92 3.48 

Standard deviation 17.38 9.47 8.17 0.63 19.47 9.13 8.22 0.62 23.51 8.95 9.13 0.93 18.94 8.44 5.49 0.89 19.53 9.62 5.99 0.62 

P-value 
    

35.55 25.36 34.96 59.05 0.06++ 11.14 7.53+ 3.95-- 0.90++ 1.28-- 36.72 4.74-- 1.02++ 12.71 22.72 60.95 

ADPN  

Mean 90.00 82.22 84.38 2.27 85.00 81.22 82.24 2.37 75.00 85.63 82.63 3.00 74.06 86.31 82.85 2.73 74.45 85.27 82.36 2.70 

Standard deviation 20.00 12.69 8.44 0.44 22.91 13.21 8.13 0.48 29.19 10.56 8.62 0.63 32.47 11.83 9.43 0.44 28.45 13.54 8.82 0.46 

P-value         25.00 72.66 24.22 50.78 0.39++ 17.46 49.00 0.02++ 0.10++ 7.40- 56.63 0.05++ 0.20++ 36.77 31.84 0.10++ 

PAPER 

Mean 88.33 88.03 88.02 5.68 87.22 87.08 87.08 5.62 68.33 91.10 89.07 10.25 71.67 90.46 88.79 9.69 62.33 91.66 89.12 9.63 

Standard deviation 15.90 4.58 4.43 0.82 17.18 4.95 4.91 1.12 19.52 4.89 4.63 1.90 21.79 4.76 3.71 1.56 24.02 4.70 5.06 1.39 

P-value 
    

100 15.29 22.45 100 0.04++ 0.12-- 25.26 0.00++ 0.10++ 0.39-- 51.64 0.00++ 0.01++ 0.06-- 13.57 0.00++ 

SPIRA  

Mean 75.56 85.04 81.68 3.72 71.33 85.30 80.46 4.06 62.94 84.32 76.96 3.85 66.78 84.67 78.44 2.95 67.04 82.61 77.24 4.06 

Standard deviation 16.98 13.02 10.53 0.79 14.31 12.79 8.24 1.09 19.48 11.97 8.35 1.66 21.87 11.74 8.02 0.76 17.98 13.54 8.18 0.91 

P-value         19.38 86.33 76.98 16.65 0.02++ 92.50 1.95++ 96.74 0.07++ 84.78 9.65+ 0.37-- 0.49++ 30.18 2.48++ 7.39+ 

AVERAGE  82.09 84.89 83.86 3.81 79.21 84.23 82.52 3.92 66.38 87.04 81.90 5.08 68.57 87.30 82.55 4.63 66.93 86.51 82.16 4.97 

SEN, SPE, ACC, and RKP denote the sensitivity rate, specificity rate, accuracy rate and retained KQC percentage, respectively. 

+ and ++ denote that IDMS-IPM statistically outperforms benchmark methods at significance level 10% =  and 5% = . 

- and -- denote that benchmark methods statistically outperform IDMS-IPM at significance level 10% =  and 5% = . 
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4.3 Computation time 

Table 6 shows the average computation time per experimental run of each method. The IDMS-IPM 

and DMS-IPM may terminate before the predefined maximum function evaluations if the step size 

parameters reach the threshold value of 0.001; thus, we list the average number of function evaluations 

per experimental run for these two methods to better analyze the results. 

According to Table 6, the PLS-based methods, i.e., PLS-MCP, PLS-PVS and PLS-SFFS, require 

much less computation time than do other methods. This finding is related to the use of the PLS to obtain 

the weight of each feature, which is time-efficient because a learning algorithm does not need to be built 

to evaluate feature importance. The other methods, i.e., the SFS, SBS and multi-objective feature 

selection methods, require much more time than the PLS-based methods because they are based on the 

wrapper model, which requires considerable computation time in a function evaluation process. Among 

these wrapper methods, SFS and SBS are more time-efficient than the other methods because these two 

methods adopt hill climbing search strategies with fewer iterations for optimization. However, the 

drawback of hill climbing is that it can be easily trapped in local optima. The IDMS-IPM, NSPSOFS, 

CMDPSOFS and NSGAII-IPM present similar computation times for the datasets. However, for all 

datasets except ADPN, the IDMS-IPM presents a slightly lower computation time. This finding indicates 

that the adopted strategy (stated in section 3.6) of reducing the calls of function evaluations is effective 

for computation time reduction. The DMS-IPM requires less computation time than do the other multi-

objective feature selection methods because it terminates with fewer function evaluations. The results 

indicate that the number of function evaluations is directly related to the computation time of the KQC 

(feature) selection methods. 

In summary, the proposed IDMS-IPM is not as time-efficient as the PLS-based methods, SFS and 

SBS, and the computation time of the proposed method is similar to that of existing multi-objective 

feature selection methods. These results are associated with the adopted wrapper models, which improve 

the time cost of each function evaluation, and with the metaheuristic search strategy, which improves 

the number of function evaluations. Thus, simplifying the evaluation process for the objective function 

and improving the search strategy are two approaches to reducing the time complexity of KQC selection 

methods. 
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Table 6. Average computation time (seconds) for each method. 

Dataset IDMS-IPM 

(number of 

function 

evaluations) 

DMS-IPM 

(number of 

function 

evaluations) 

PLS-

MCP 

PLS-

PVS 

PLS-

SFFS SFS SBS NSPSOFS CMDPSOFS 

NSGAII-

IPM 

LATEX 3.52E+3 

(1.00E+5) 

3.11E+3 

(9.92E+4) 1.81E+1 1.91E+1 5.54E+0 8.85E+1 2.12E+3 3.62E+3 4.18E+3 3.83E+3 

ADPN 8.93E+2 

(1.00E+5) 

4.78E+2 

(8.65E+4) 2.13E+0 2.12E+0 8.00E-1 1.25E+1 3.69E+2 8.41E+2 9.37E+2 8.08E+2 

PAPER 1.76E+3 

(1.00E+5) 

5.44E+2 

(4.25E+4) 5.88E+0 5.94E+0 3.08E+0 1.33E+1 4.87E+2 4.73E+3 4.58E+3 4.33E+3 

SPIRA 1.42E+3 

(1.00E+5) 

1.08E+3 

(9.04E+4) 6.15E+0 5.87E+0 1.59E+0 1.16E+1 8.96E+2 1.88E+3 1.71E+3 1.72E+3 

 

4.4 Comparison of the search abilities between the IDMS and DMS 

The abovementioned analyses indicate that the IDMS-IPM and DMS-IPM can well handle data 

imbalances, thus demonstrating the effectiveness of the KQC selection model proposed in this paper. 

The difference between the IDMS-IPM and DMS-IPM is that they adopt different search strategies (i.e., 

IDMS and DMS) in the first phases. Therefore, we compare the search abilities of the IDMS and DMS 

to further verify the proposed IDMS-IPM. The comparisons are performed as follows. First, we compare 

the search results of the IDMS and DMS, where the obtained objective functions 1f  and 2f  of the 

candidate solutions obtained in the first phases of IDMS-IPM and DMS-IPM are employed. Second, we 

compare the convergence properties of the IDMS and DMS using the records during the iterations. 

A. Comparison of the search results 

We adopt the Two Set Coverage (SC) metric proposed by Zitzler and Thiele (1998) to compare the 

search results between the IDMS and DMS. Let 1S  and 2S  represent two solution sets obtained by 

two MOO methods. The metric 1 2( , )SC S S  is defined as the proportion of solutions in 2S  that are 

covered by the (dominated by or equal to) solutions in 1S  and is calculated as 

2 1
1 2

2

#{ | :  or  }
( , )

#

s S s' S s' s s' s
SC S S

S

   =
= ,              (11) 

where “ s' s ” implies that the solution s'  dominates s  and #S  
denotes the number of elements 
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in the set S . If each solution in 2S  is dominated by (or equal to) one or several solutions in 1S , then 

1 2( , ) 1SC S S =  . Otherwise, 1 2( , ) 0SC S S =  . Generally, both 1 2( , )SC S S   and 2 1( , )SC S S   should 

be calculated. If 1 2( , ) 1SC S S =   and 2 1( , ) 0SC S S =  , then 1S   is better than 2S  . If 

1 2 2 1( , ) ( , )SC S S SC S S , we conclude that 1S  is relatively better than 2S . In an ideal situation, if 

both 1S  and 2S  are equal to the true Pareto set, then 1 2 2 1( , ) ( , )) 1SC S S SC S S= = . 

Table 7 records the SC results from the comparison of the IDMS and DMS and lists the mean and 

standard deviation of the SC values from the 30 runs of experiments. The mean SC(IDMS, DMS) value 

is higher than the mean SC(DMS, IDMS) value for each dataset. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test is 

conducted to verify whether the SC(IDMS, DMS) is significantly higher than the SC(DMS, IDMS). The 

P-values show that the differences between the SC(IDMS, DMS) and SC(DMS, IDMS) are significant 

for three of four datasets (i.e., ADPN, PAPER and SPIRA) at the 5% significance level. The 

abovementioned results show that the search results of the IDMS are relatively better than the search 

results of the DMS according to the SC metric. 

 

Table 7. Comparison of the solutions obtained by the IDMS and DMS. 

  SC (IDMS, DMS) SC (DMS, IDMS)   

 Mean Standard deviation Mean Standard deviation p-value 

LATEX 0.6908 0.2376 0.5851 0.2797 0.2329 

ADPN 0.8597 0.2297 0.6638 0.3472 0.0046** 

PAPER 0.8242 0.1963 0.4428 0.2607 0.0001** 

SPIRA 0.8070 0.1945 0.5562 0.2205 0.0015** 

** denotes the statistical significance at the significance level 5% = . 

 

B. Comparison of convergence properties 

To compare the convergence properties of the IDMS and DMS, a metric should be defined to 

measure the goodness of the solutions during the iterations. For multi-objective problems, a 

straightforward goodness measure strategy involves using the distance from the solutions to the true 

Pareto front. However, the true Pareto front for the feature selection problem in this paper is unknown. 

Thus, we use the best solutions obtained by the IDMS and DMS in the experiments to represent the 

Pareto front for each experiment. The Pareto front and the solutions obtained by each iteration can be 

denoted by discrete points in the objective space. Fig. 2 illustrates the solutions for the Pareto front and 
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current best solutions for an iteration. In this paper, we propose a distance metric to evaluate the 

similarity of the solutions for an iteration to the Pareto front. Let * * * *

1 2{ , ,..., }MS s s s=  be the set of 

solutions for the Pareto front and 1 2{ , ,..., }NS s s s=   be the set of solutions for an iteration. The 

distance between 
*S  and S  is obtained as follows: 

* *
* *

2 2
* 2 * 2

1 1*

[ min ( ( ) ( )) ] / [ min ( ( ) ( )) )] /

( , )
2

n m
nm

i m i n i m i n
s S s S

i s S is S

f s f s M f s f s N

D S S
 

=  =

− + −

=

   
. (12) 

According to Eq. (12), we calculate the Euclidean distance between each Pareto solution in 
*S  and the 

nearest solution in S  and obtain the first average distance. Then, we calculate the Euclidean distance 

between each solution in S   and the nearest Pareto solution in 
*S   and obtain the second average 

distance. Finally, we obtain the mean value of the obtained two average distances as 
*( , )D S S . 

 

 

Fig. 2. Illustration of the Pareto front and solutions for an iteration. 

 

We draw the average convergence curves for the IDMS and DMS over the 30 runs of experiments 

to show the convergence properties. Generally, the solutions at each iteration obtained by the population-

based search methods, e.g., GAs and PSO, are compared for convergence analysis. However, for the 

IDMS and DMS, directly comparing the solutions at each iteration leads to biased results because the 

number of function evaluations of the IDMS and DMS for an iteration is uncertain. Therefore, we adopt 

a fair comparison strategy that compares the solutions at each number of function evaluations instead of 
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each iteration. We first record the solutions and the number of function evaluations after each iteration 

and calculate the distance 
*( , )D S S  to measure the goodness of the solutions. Then, we use linear 

interpolation to obtain the distances of all numbers of function evaluations. Let 
*

( )( , )e iD S S  be the 

distance at iteration 1i  , where ( )e i  indicates the number of function evaluations after iteration i . 

The distance *( , )eD S S   of each number { | ( ) ( 1)}e e e i e e i    +   of function evaluations is 

obtained as 

 

* *

( 1) ( )* *

( )

( , ) ( , )
( , ) ( , )+( ( ))

( 1)- ( )

e i e i

e e i

D S S D S S
D S S D S S e e i

e i e i

+ −
= 

+
- .              (13) 

Thus, we can average the distances over the 30 experiments for each number of function evaluations to 

draw the average convergence curve. Note that in the IDMS and DMS, the total number of function 

evaluations may differ over various experiments. Therefore, not all experimental runs reach a certain 

number of function evaluations to obtain the distance values. In this situation, we only use the parts of 

runs that can obtain distance values 
*( , )D S S  to calculate the average distance. 

Fig. 3 shows the convergence curves (i.e., the number of function evaluations versus the distance 

to the Pareto front) of the IDMS and DMS for the four datasets. In the figures, we magnify the curves 

from function evaluations 20,000 to 100,000 to clarify the curves. First, the convergence curves of the 

IDMS and DMS decline rapidly in the early function evaluations and then decline slowly. In addition, 

the convergence speeds for various datasets are different. The two methods converge fastest for the 

PAPER dataset, whereas they converge most slowly for the LATEX dataset. This finding is related to 

the greater number of QCs in LATEX than in PAPER and the improved complexity of KQC selection 

problems with an increased number of original QCs. Second, the convergence speed of the IDMS is 

faster than that of the DMS for all datasets. The curves of the IDMS are below the curves of the DMS 

for all 4 datasets, which indicates better solutions are obtained by the IDMS than by the DMS at each 

number of function evaluations. The abovementioned results show that the search ability of the proposed 

IDMS is improved compared with that of the DMS. 
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(a) LATEX 

 

(b) ADPN 

 

(c) PAPER 
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(d) SPIRA 

Fig. 3. Convergence curves of the IDMS and DMS for the datasets. 

 

5. Conclusions 

Production datasets are generally imbalanced because the number of instances for various quality 

levels substantially differs. To select KQCs for imbalanced production data, this paper proposes a two-

phase feature selection method. First, a concise KQC selection model is constructed as a bi-objective 

optimization problem of maximizing the feature (QC) importance and minimizing the percentage of 

selected features. In this model, we adopt the G-mean instead of accuracy to measure the importance of 

feature subsets because the G-mean is an unbiased metric for imbalanced data. Then, the IDMS-IPM is 

proposed to solve the model, with the IDMS used to search for a set of candidate solutions and the IPM 

used to select the final solutions from the candidate solution set. The experimental results demonstrate 

that the IDMS-IPM is effective for selecting KQCs because, compared with the benchmark methods, 

the method can significantly increase the sensitivity rates without greatly decreasing the specificity rates. 

Moreover, the IDMS-IPM can also effectively reduce the number of QCs. In the IDMS, a two-step 

mutation-based metaheuristic strategy is embedded in the DMS to improve the search ability. The 

experiments show that the search ability of the IDMS is improved compared with that of the DMS for 

KQC selection problems. 

The proposed method is designed to solve KQC selection problems with two quality levels. In 

practice, products may be classified into more than two quality levels. Therefore, extending the proposed 
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method to KQC selection problems with a larger number of quality levels is needed. The proposed 

method is performed in a supervised manner, in which the quality level of each training instance is given. 

We intend to extend the feature selection to semi-supervised KQC selection problems. The results in 

section 4.3 indicate the high time complexity of the proposed method. Thus, improving the time 

efficiency of the proposed method to enhance its practicability for large-scale data is an objective of 

future studies. 
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